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Capintec crc- 55tr manual

Custom Cabinet pages that can be customized Provides the speed and accuracy you need to measure and prepare doses with the reliability and performance you'd expect from Capintec. The new Capintec CRC-55tR Calibrator dose provides the speed and accuracy you need to measure and prepare doses with the
reliability and performance you'd expect from Capintec. CrCh-55tR design includes ... The new Capintec™ CRCR-55tR Calibrator dose provides the speed and accuracy you need to measure and prepare doses with the reliability and performance you'd expect. The calibrator CRC-55tR design includes a menu controlled,
color-driven touchscreen interface that is easy to learn and use. Ionoka is a time-tested high-pressure Capintec camera design capable of measuring a dose of up to 6 Ci (250 GBq) with high accuracy. Additional features such as USB/PC communication, printer capabilities, USB flash memory software updates, and plug-
and-play cameras make calibrator CRC-55tR an integral part of improving your department's performance. The crc-55tR unit's innovative functional design allows you to use a large, easy-to-use display that indicates nuclide name, number, activity, unit of measure and calibration number. Entering data through the
touchscreen user interface is fast and includes 28 programmable keys. The user can choose from 80 nuclides simply by selecting the nuclide symbol on the touch screen interface. Other features include storing reference sources in memory that automatically rot correctly for today's time and date. Automated quality
control tests and self-diagnosis are built in with automatic zero and background re-acting, making the CRC-55tR calibrator exceptionally easy to use. An optional printer allows the CRC-55tR unit to print full-size records and patient tickets with peeling labels to identify the vial and osprincs. Count on us for excellence in
energy dimension, as well as our unrivalled customer service, training and support! Elements 5130-3234 CRC ® -55tR Calibratorl dose Get a quote Console dimensions: Height: 42 cm; Width: 23 cm (9.0 in); Depth: 27 cm); Weight: 3.4 kg Camera dimensions: Height: 43.8 cm; Diameter: 17,2 cm; Weight: 13.6 kg; The
diameter of the well: 7.0 cm); Well depth: 26.7 cm); Cable length1: 3.7 m Cables: Power1: 1.8 m (6 ft); Printer: 1.8 m 1: Longer cables are available. Consult the plant. Get a quote Home About Us Help Returns Funding Reviews
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